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A complete menu of Tavern Grill ' ' Valsamiko ' ' from Katerini covering all 16 meals and drinks can be found
here on the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Eva P likes about Tavern Grill ' ' Valsamiko ' ':
The restaurant changed it 's name to Valsamiko food and wine. The restaurant is known for the meat dishes it

serves. What we ordered was delicious, the portions were big and satisfying. Would visit again. read more. The
restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and have something in beautiful weather. What Daniel B

doesn't like about Tavern Grill ' ' Valsamiko ' ':
The location is great, the price is fair, the portions are quite large and most of everything we had ordered was

really good (especially the lamb ribs and the fried eggplant). The staff was nice but a bit too pushy, and our veal
was overcooked though... read more. At Tavern Grill ' ' Valsamiko ' ' in Katerini, tasty, juicy, delicious grill items is
freshly roasted on an open flame and served with flavorful sides, At the bar, you can relax with a freshly tapped
beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks. The restaurant also provides Greek specialties like Gyros and

Souvlaki with the matching sides.
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Appet�er�
YOGURT

Mai� course�
RIBS

Schni�e�
SCHNITZEL

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Chicke�
CHICKEN SCHNITZEL

Tapa�
EGGPLANT

Carn� d� Ma�� - vo� Rin�
MIXED GRILL

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

CHICKEN

MILK

PORK MEAT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

BURGER

BREAD

ICE CREAM

APPETIZER
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Opening Hours:
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Wednesday 12:00-00:00
Thursday 12:00-00:00
Friday 12:00-00:00
Saturday 12:00-00:00
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